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ABSTRACT 
The need to describe the input-output behavior of implicit differential systems 
arises in many contexts, including compnter-aided modeling and the analysis of 
dynamical control systems. For a linear time-varying singular control system with real 
analytic coefficients in state space form, we produce an external (input-output) 
description of the system behavior in the form of a set of higher order differential 
equations in the inputs and outputs. The component of the state vector that affects 
the input-output relation is identified by a projection matrix which is computable from 
the original system coefficient matrices. The resulting input-output equations involve 
redundancy, but the input-output representation is obtained using computations on 
the original system without applying coordinate transformations. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Implicit differential systems arise naturally in many modeling situations, 
including circuit theory and mechanical systems [1, 8]. There has been some 
recent research on these systems in the context of control theory; see for 
example [5, 7, 10-12]. General implicit systems that involve input variables u, 
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output variables y, and state variables x have the form 
F(x', x , t ,u )  = 0, ( la )  
y = ~/ (x ,  t ) ,  ( lb )  
with aF/ax' singular. These systems can often be studied directly as they 
arise in the modeling process, without having to reformulate (la) via coordi- 
nate transformations a  a classical, explicit ordinary differential system x' = 
g(x, t, u). Such a reformulation may not even be possible. Even if a reformu- 
lation is possible, it may be difficult to compute the necessary coordinate 
transformations. 
A topic of central importance for understanding these systems is the 
relation between alternative system representations. The ability to transfer 
from one system representation to another is potentially useful in understand- 
ing the system's properties. 
Input-output (or external) behavior may be taken as the fundamental 
description of dynamical systems. This view is emphasized in the work of 
Willems (see [13, 14]), who has been a driving force in the development of 
the behavioral approach to systems. 
In this paper we consider the linear time-varying implicit system 
E(t)x' + F(t)x = B(t)u, (2a) 
y = C(t)x.  (2b) 
In (2a) E, F are square matrices, E(t) is singular on the interval J '=  [a, b], 
x ~ R n, u is a sufficiently smooth input function, and y is a vector output. 
The goal of this paper is to obtain an input-output representation of the 
system behavior, and to accomplish this in a computable way from the state 
representation (2). This representation will consist of a set of higher order 
differential equations in u and y. 
DEFINITION 1. The external behavior of the system (2) is the set 
Y~e = {(u, y) : u, y are functions satisfying (2) for some state vector solution 
x(t) of (2a)}. An external (input-output) description of the system (2) is a set 
of differential equations 
~(t ,  u . . . . .  u~J~, y . . . . .  y~k~) = 0 (3) 
with ~a~ continuous, such that the external behavior ~-e of (2) is precisely the 
set of (u, y) satisfying 3. 
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REMARK. Equation (2a) is often called a differential-algebraic equation 
(DAE). The paper [7] shows how to produce an external description for (2) 
when the system is fully observable from the known input u and the given 
output structure, y = C(t)x. In this paper we do not assume that (2) is 
observable, and the results of this paper do not follow from the external 
description of observable systems in [7]. Thus, we must deal with the problem 
of identifying the part of the state x which is observable from input and 
output information. We make this identification through a projection matrix 
onto the observable part of the state, with the-.projection matrix being 
computable from the original system coefficients and their derivatives. 
Section 2 provides the necessary notation and background from [3, 10]. 
Section 3 presents two new propositions concerning projection onto relevant 
subspaces. Section 4 develops the input-output representation. 
2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
Section 2.1 on solvability of (2a) is from [3]; Section 2.2 on determining 
the unobservable subspace for the system (2) comes from [10]. 
2.1. Solvability 
We assume that solutions of Equation (2a) exist on J for every suffi- 
ciently differentiable input u, and the solutions depend uniquely on their 
value at any t o in ~.  To simplify notation, set b(t) = B(t)u(t). Differentiat- 
ing the equation (2a) j times and the equation (2b) k times gives the linear 
system of equations 
x = b j ,  (4)  
~k[xkX_~l = yk, (5) 
where 
ix lx Yk = • , bj = . , xj = • . 
L y'"' J L blJ)j L x 'j+ 
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If(5) is written as ~kx + ~kXk_l = Yk and j + 1 >/k, the combined system 
(4), (5) is 
[ Fj 
The fundamental solvability conditions for (2a) (as well as the results on 
observability for the system (2) obtained in [7]) are expressed in terms of the 
following rank condition. 
DEFINITION 2. The system of algebraic equations Ax = b, written as 
All A12 ] xl 
is 1-full with respect o x 1 if x 1 is uniquely determined by any consistent 
vector b. 
If x I is an n-vector, the 1-full condition is equivalent to 
r k[A11 A121= rank[Al ]
as,  n + j 
THEOREM 1 [3]. Suppose that (2a) is solvable on the interval -,¢ and that 
E, F are 2 n times continuously differentiable. Then, 
~j has constant rank on J for j  = n, (7) 
~j is 1-full with respect o x' on J for j  = n, (8) 
[~jj ~j] has full row rank on J for 1 < j < n. (9) 
In this paper we shall assume that the system coefficient matrices are real 
analytic on some open interval containing J .  
Equation (2a) has index v if v is the smallest j for which the conditions 
(7), (8), (9) hold. Suppose that (2a) is solvable with index u. Since 8"~ has 
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constant rank and is 1-full with respect o x' on O r, there exists a smooth 
nonsingular R(t) such that [3] 
[, 0] 
R(t )g . ( t )  = 0 ×" H( t )  . (10) 
LOp,<,, 0 
It follows that the smooth row-reduced form of [g. ~ b.]  is 
l i on  0pXn 
o Pl 
H Q2 
0 M 
(11) 
where H and M have full row rank by Theorem 1. From [2] and the rank 
properties of H and M just mentioned, the equation 
M(t )x  = b3 (12) 
determines the solution manifold of (2a) at time t. For the unforced system 
(2a) with u = 0, we write ~'(t) for the solution space at time t, which is the 
null space of M(t). From (10) we get an ordinary differential equation [called 
a completion of (2a)] 
x' + c ( t )x  = ~ R,(t)b~o (a3) 
i=0 
with solution set which contains the solutions of (2a). In (13), [R 0 R 1 ... 
R~] denotes the first n rows of R in (10), with each R i an n X n block, and 
the matrix G(t) is given by [R 0 R 1 ... R~]@~.. In particular, [R 0 R 1 ... 
R v] can be taken to be the first n rows of the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse, ~ .  
2.2. Characterizing the Output-Nulling Space 
In contrast o the paper [7], we assume that the system (2) has a nonzero 
output-hulling subspace. 
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DEFINITION 3. The output-nulling space ~( t )  for the system (2) is the 
largest ime-varying space invariant under the homogeneous equation E(t)x' 
+ F(t)x = 0 and contained pointwise in ker C(t). Equivalently, for each to, 
~/V(t 0) consists of those consistent conditions x(t o) ~ if(t o) whose corre- 
sponding solution to the homogeneous equation produces zero output on all 
of ~.  
REMARK. With the interval J "  fixed we drop the subscript ~.. By 
solvability of (2a), ~g/(t 0) = {0} for some to if and only i f~( t )  = {0} for all t 
in ~.  Consequently, ~¢/(t) has constant dimension on J .  
For analytic systems the subspace j/z can be characterized using informa- 
tion from the matrix Gj, k- 
THEOREM 2 [10]. Let v be the index of the DAE E(t)x' + f ( t )x  = B(t)u. 
Suppose the coefficients E, F, B, C of the system (2) are real analytic. Then 
there exists k* such that, for any t o in jr, Xo ~.g/(to) if and only if the 
equation 
[x01 0  ,k(t0) xj 
is consistent for one (and hence any) pair j, k satisfying k >~ k* and 
j>~v+k-1 .  
REMAaK. See [10] for a complete proof of Theorem 2. The choice 
j >~ v + k - 1 is made so that the derivatives of x which appear in the 
differentiated output equations are all uniquely determined by consistent 
(x, t). The proof centers on showing that the nullity of Gj, k(t) stabilizes for 
sufficiently large k. This requires analyticity and the canonical form from [6]. 
Simple examples show that the derivative array may not characterize the 
output-nulling space if the coefficients are C ~ [10]. 
3. PROJECTING TO THE SUBSPACES 
The subspace .///(t 0) is characterized by Equation (14) of Theorem 2. The 
space if(t 0) is determined from (12). From [10], there are projections P(t) 
onto i f(t)  and Pl(t) onto ~( t )  for all t. These are generated as solutions of 
the matrix differential equation 
e '  = [ e ,  c ] = ec  - ce ,  (15) 
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where G(t) is the coefficient matrix from the completion (13), by taking 
initial conditions P0, P10 which are projection matrices onto ~'(t0), .#(t 0) 
respectively. To project onto an observable component of the state, we can 
use e2(t) = e(t )  - el(t). In addition, e3(t) =- I - e(t) projects onto the 
component of the state which is completely determined by the input u. All of 
these Pi satisfy (15), which is equivalent o the operator commutativity 
statement: e(t)[D + G(t)] = [D + G(t)]e(t), where D = d /dt  is the dif- 
ferentiation operator. 
The main result we need concerning the projections Pi is Proposition 1 
below. In this proposition the manifold of consistent conditions at time t o for 
E(t)x' + F(t)x = b is denoted by .~r(t0). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let {Pl(t), P~( t), P3(t)} be projections as defined above, 
and write x k = Pk x for k = 1, 2, 3. Then for any solution x(t) of 
E ( t )x '  + F ( t )x  = b, (16) 
the components x 1, x~, x 3 satisfy the differential equations 
J 
(D + G)x k = Pk ~-, RiD'b, k = 1,2,3, (17) 
i=0  
respectively. Conversely, let t o ~ J ,  and let xl0, X~o be arbitrary vectors in 
~(Vl(to)), ~( P2(to)) respectively. Let X3o be chosen so that 
Xlo + X2o + X3o ~-¢t'(to). 
If xl(t), x2(t), xz(t) are the solutions of (17) with xi(t o) = X~o, then the 
function x(t) = xl(t) + x2(t) + x3(t) is the unique solution of the DAE (16) 
with x(t o) = Xlo + Xzo + X3o. 
Proof. The e~ all commute with D + G. Thus, the equations (17) hold 
for the individual components of any solution x(t) of the DAE. For the 
converse, by hypothesis the function x(t) = xl(t) + x2(t) + x3(t) is a solu- 
tion of the natural completion (13) with initial condition x(t o) = Xlo + X~o + 
x30 in .Jt'(t0), so it is the unique solution of the DAE with that initial 
condition. • 
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In Proposition 1 the approximate x30 may be obtained by solving Equa- 
tion (12), M(to)x =/93(t0), and then setting x30 = e3(to)X = [ I  - e ( t0 ) ]x .  
Proposition 1 also applies to observable systems, in which case  P1 = 0, 
P2 = P, and we have equations (17) for k = 2, 3 only. Proposition 1 is similar 
to a result given in [9], but does not follow from [9], since we do not assume 
constant rank of our coefficient matrices and we do not require coordinate 
changes to reach the decomposition. 
There is an alternative characterization fA z using the projections Pi. For 
convenience in notation, set de~ = ~j, k with j = v + k - 1, and suppose the 
nullity of @k stabilizes at k*. We shall write 7rlv for the projection of a vector 
v ~ R s onto its first n components (for any s >/n). 
We know that for k i> k* the equation 
uniquely determines P2 x if and only if there exists t o in j r  such that 
e~(to)~-,[ I - e: ( to)e,( to)]  = o, (19) 
because the corresponding homogeneous equation completely determines 
both subspaces A/(t 0) and g'(t0). By taking transposes in (19), we have 
. I~( to )  ] 
- ~'~ ( to)16,( to) lPe ( to) = o. (2o) 
PROPOSITION 2. For analytic systems (2) with index v, the foUowing are 
equivalent for k >1 k* : 
1. A/(t ) is characterized for every t in j r  by the consistency equation 
x ]= o. (21) @k(to) x~+k 
2. The component P2 x of smooth solutions on Jr is uniquely determined 
by the consistency equation (18). 
3. Equation (19) [or (20)] holds at some to in J .  
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The conditions in Proposition 2 are independent of the choice of projec- 
tions, i.e., they are independent of the choice of P2. Note that because de k 
has constant rank on D r, 6ek* is as smooth as @k [4]. However, once the nullity 
of de k stabilizes, other (1)-inverses of ~k(to) can be used, since the condition 
(19) [or (20)] only needs to be checked at a single point t 0. 
4. INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR AND 
INPUT-OUTPUT REPRESENTATION 
Given a completion (D + G)x = ~,J=oRiDi(Bu) of Equation (2a), and 
given a triplet of projections {P1, P2, P3} relative to a given P and output 
(2b), define functions ~21, 9~' 2 by 
~2,(t,uk,yk) = [I -- 1 
Lyk(t) J' 
(22a) 
[b j ( t )  ] 
~2z(t, uk+l,yk+l) = ( D + G) P27rlGtk ( t ) L Yk( t ) 
J 
- P2 E R , ( t )o ' (nu) ( t ) .  (22b) 
i=0 
THEOREM 3. With our stated assumptions on ~k, an external description 
for the system (2) is given by the equations 
-~1 = 0, ~'~2 = 0. (23)  
where ~q~l, -~22 are defined by the equations (22). 
Proof. If the pair (u, y) is part of the external behavior of the system 
(2), then by our construction of ~q~l, ~2, the pair (u, y) clearly satisfies the 
equations (23). 
Conversely, suppose the pair (u, y) satisfies (23). From the consistency 
equat ion "~1 = 0 and the fact that ~¢k has constant rank, it follows that the 
vector function 
x(t) [bj(t) 
xj(t)] = ] Lyk(t) (24) 
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is a smooth solution of the equation 
[x] 
~(t)  xj [y~(t) (25) 
Because the component P2 x is uniquely determined by this equation, we see 
that 
[b;(t) ]
x2( t ) =- p2( t ) x( t ) = P2( t )~rldetk ( t ) [yk(t) (e6) 
is uniquely determined. Moreover, by (23), x2(t) is a solution of the differen- 
tial equation 
J 
[D + G(t)]x 2 = P2(t) ~_, R i ( t )Di(Bu)(t ) .  
i=0 
Let ~l(t) be the solution of the equation 
J 
[D + G(t)]x 1 = Pl(t) ~, R l ( t )D' (Bu)( t  ), 
i=0 
xl(to) = el(to) X(to) 
Note that f l(t)  is in d/(t) for each t, since P1 commutes with D + G. 
Now for each t, x3(t) - -P3(t)x(t )  is uniquely determined from 
[~jj ~j bj] for a smooth solution x(t) of (25). 
Let ~3(t) be a solution of the differential equation 
J 
[O + G( t ) ]x  3 = e3(t) E a , ( t )O ' (Bu) ( t )  
t=0 
with an initial condition ~3(t0) ~-Jd(P3(to))such t at fl(t0) + x2(t o) + f3(to) 
is consistent for Equation (2a) at time t 0. Then f3(t) ~(P3( t ) )  for all t. 
By Proposition 1, the function 
:~(t) ~ Xl(t) 4- x2(t ) 4- ~3(t) 
is a solution of Equation (2a). As noted above, ~3(t) = P3(t)~(t) is uniquely 
determined from [~r ~j by]. Therefore we have ~3(t) = x3(t) = e3(t)x(t). 
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Moreover, the output O(t) corresponding to the solution ~(t) is 
O(t) = C( t )~( t )  = C( t ) [~, ( t )  + x2(t ) + ~3(t)] 
= C(t ) [x2(t  ) + x3(t)].  
But the first block row of the matrix coefficient in the equation 
1 [xj(t) ] -- yk 
says that 
y(t)  = C( t )x ( t )  
= C( t ) [P l ( t )x ( t  ) + x~(t) + x3(t)] 
= C( t ) [x2( t  ) + x3(t)] 
= 0( t ) .  (27) 
We conclude that the function y(t) does appear as the output of the system 
corresponding to a solution under input u(t). Therefore the pair (u, y) is part 
of the external behavior of the system. • 
REMARK. If the system is observable on .J, then W = {0}, P2 = if, and 
the external description of Theorem 3 still applies, giving an alternative 
discussion to that in [7]. In general, the condition ~q~x = 0 alone does not 
guarantee that (u, y) is part of the external behavior. For example if Gj, k has 
full row rank, then the consistency equation ~1 = 0 imposes no restriction 
on y(t). Thus, the additional dynamic condition .~22 = 0 is generally re- 
quired. 
4.1. An Example 
We present a simple example to illustrate the calculation of the projec- 
tions and the development of the input-output representation of Theorem 3. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system with B(t )  = I and 
[i °il [i °i] 1 t 0 , F ( t )= 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Suppose the output is y = x 2 + x 3 + x,. This system has index one, as can 
be determined from differentiating all equations of the DAE system once. 
Using the array [8" 1 ~1 ul], it is possible to backsolve in Equation (4) to get 
x' for a completion. One may take the matrices R 0 and R 1 to be 
I i] Ii °°I1 R0 = 0 1 - t  R1 = 0 0 0 0 1 ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 
and the matrix G(t )  is then given by 
G(t )  = 
01 ] 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 " 
0 0 0 
The solution manifold ~" is constant in this case, and is defined by x 4 = 0. 
We take P = diag[1 1 1 0], since this projection has range .~ and commutes 
with D + G(t) .  I f  the output is identically zero for a solution of the 
homogeneous equation, then necessarily we have x 2 = -x  3 = -ca ,  c a con- 
stant. But the second system equation (or the second equation of the 
completion) implies that x~ = -c  a, hence c 3 = 0. The remaining equation 
x' 1 = 0 is satisfied for any x 1 = c l, c I constant. Thus, the unobservable space 
~4/(t) is defined by~4/(t) = {[c 1 0 0 0]T: C 1 arbitrary}. As initial condition for 
a projection P1 onto JF we take P I (0 )  =- diag[1 0 0 0]. Integration of the 
equation e~ -- [el~ G] yields 
e l ( t )  = 
1 - t  0 O] 
1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 " 
0 0 0 0 
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Then e l ( t )x  ~ ker[O 1 1 1] = ker C(t) .  The projection e2(t)  is calculated 
as  
P~ = P - P1 = 
0 t 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
For this example, it is easily checked that the matrix @1,1 has full row rank, 
and that Equation (6) uniquely determines P2 x. This is the case because 
Equation (14) (in Theorem 2) determines both v/rand ~'. To be specific, note 
that x~ +x a =0 for any vector in the null space of de1,1, but x 3 =0 is 
uniquely determined, and therefore in (14) we get P2 x = [tx 2 x 2 x 3 0] r = 
0. In fact from (6), x 2 and x 3 are uniquely determined in terms of u, u', y, y' 
by the equations 
x a=u 2+ (1 - t )u  3+u'  4 -y ' ,  (28a) 
x~ = -u~ - (1  - t )u3  - u4 - u', + y + y' .  (28b) 
Since de1,1 has full row rank, the consistency condition ~a~ 1 = 0 imposes no 
restriction on the function y(t) .  Using the equations (28), the restriction 
~2 = 0 in this case gives one independent constraint, 
2u 3 - u~ - (1 - t )u '  a - u~ + y" = 0. (29) 
Equation (29) characterizes the external behavior of this system. The initial 
conditions for y and y' are arbitrary, corresponding to the two degrees of 
freedom given by x z and x 3. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have produced an external (input-output) description of the system 
behavior for a linear time-varying singular control system with real analytic 
coefficients in state space form. The input-output representation was devel- 
oped by pointwise linear algebra and the use of projections which are 
computable from the derivative array of the implicit state system. 
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